CARDINAL NEWMAN HIGH SCHOOL

Dance Behavior & Dress Code

Behavioral Commitment: As a student or as a guest at any activities sponsored by Cardinal Newman High School, I will adhere to the following:

- Display the value of Integrity: I will respect everyone around me, represent my school with pride and be someone I am proud of.
- **Honor Self & Others:** I will respect my reputation, be the better person and present myself positively.
- Act Socially Responsible: I will respect differences, make the right choices, communicate respectfully and respect everyone’s opinions.
- Support a drug, alcohol and tobacco free environment
- Adhere to the Dance Behavior and Dress Code Policy
- Will accept the imposed consequence if in violation of any school or diocesan policy
- Will have a current CN ID card on my person.

Dress Code:
Student’s appearance at dances should be modest and keeping with the mission statement of the Cardinal Newman community, “*...educating our students in the wholeness of mind, body, and spirit through the teachings of Jesus Christ as proclaimed by the Catholic Church.*”

Students, who arrive at the event in violation of the dress code, as determined by the staff and administration, will be sent home.

Girls Expectations:
- When determining the appropriateness of a dress, please keep in mind that students will be dancing, moving around and sitting, - not standing still.
- Hemlines should fall below finger-tip length.
- Dresses must not have cut-outs, revealing necklines or any slits that extend beyond 5 inches above the knee.
- Sheer fabric is not permitted
- Dresses must fit properly showing good taste

Boys Expectations:
- Boys must wear slacks with a belt and dress shoes are recommended.
- Dress shirts (tucked in) are required.
- Sweaters, jackets and ties are optional.
- Regular CN dress code for shaving, hats and jewelry are in force for both boy guest and CN students.